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Statistical

methods for controlling the quality of industrial products.

—

Irving W. Burr, Purdue University. Since industrial inspection data
are statistical in nature, it is only to be expected that they may best be
analyzed by statistical methods. The following tools are especially useful: frequency distributions, control charts, correlation and the laws of
probability. It is the purpose of this paper to briefly show how these
tools are used in practical applications, to suggest this field as a new
and attractive career, and to point out that there are many unsolved
problems.
in metric spaces. Paul M. Pepper, University of Notre
an abstract metric space S a point c is called a center of
pointwise-symmetry if for each x in S there exists a point y(x) such
that the distance xc equals the distance cy(x) and one-half the distance xy(x). If S has at least 2 centers of pointwise-symmetry, then S
is unbounded. A point c of S is called a center of ^-symmetry (fractional symmetry) if
< ^ 1 and for each x in S there exists a
point y(x) for which xc = cy(x) and xy(x) J> 2?7xc. For each
positive
less than 1 there exist bounded metric spaces of arbitrarily
small diameter with 2 centers of ^-symmetry. (Examples related to
the Chebychef polynomials of second kind are shown for each v less
than 1.) A point c of S is called a center of pointwise-open-sym>>
metry if for each number
and each x in S there exists a
point y(?7,x) such that xy(r?,x) J^> 2xc
xcj ^
y and Icy(??,x)
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If S has at least 2 centers of pointwise-open-symmetry, then S is un-

bounded.
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